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Abstract:Motivated by recent discussions of IR/UV mixing in noncommutative field
theories, we perform a detailed analysis of the non-planar amplitudes of the bosonic
open string in the presence of an external B-field at the one-loop level. We carefully
isolate, at the string theory level, the contribution which is responsible for the IR/UV
behavior in the field theory limit. We show that it is a pure open string effect by
deriving it from the factorization of the one-loop amplitude into the disk amplitudes of
intermediate open string insertions. We suggest that it is natural to understand IR/UV
mixing as the creation of intermediate “stretched strings”.
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1. Introduction
Noncommutative field theory has recently received a lot of attention from string the-
orists. The appearance of noncommutative geometry in string theory was first made
clear in [1, 2] (for earlier work see [3]). Subsequently, it was shown in [4] that noncom-
mutative gauge theories will generically arise from open string theory in the presence
of a constant Neveu-Schwarz B-field. More recently, it has been shown [5] that pertur-
bative noncommutative field theories [6] exhibit an intriguing IR/UV mixing.
The mixing of IR and UV degrees of freedom may be seen in many different ways.
By thinking of field theory quanta as pairs of dipoles moving in a magnetic field [4, 7,
8, 9, 10], one understands that the relative position of the dipole is proportional to the
center of mass momentum. Alternatively, the mixing follows simply from the nature of
the star product1 [5]; e.g.
δ(x) ∗ δ(x) = const. (1.1)
The UV/IR mixing also allows for interesting soliton solutions that would otherwise be
prohibited by Derrick’s theorem [11].
Perhaps one of the most interesting manifestations of the IR/UV mixing is the
behaviour, first uncovered at one loop level in [5], of non-planar loop integrals in scalar
1f(x) ∗ g(x) ≡ exp [ i
2
Θµν ∂
∂xµ
∂
∂x′ν
]
f(x)g(x′)
∣∣
x′=x
, where Θµν is a constant antisymmetric matrix.
1
field theories, which has since been generalized to higher loops [12] and to many other
theories [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 10, 19, 20, 21]. One of the key elements in all these
theories is the emergence of a factor
exp[−p ◦ p
t
]; p ◦ p ≡ −pµ
(
Θ2
)µν
pν , (1.2)
in the integral over the Schwinger parameter t, after the loop momentum integration.
With non-zero external non-planar momentum p, this factor regularizes otherwise di-
vergent integrals. For this reason, it has been suspected that non-planar diagrams (not
including planar sub-diagrams which can be renormalized) are finite; then the whole
theory would be renormalizable. However, in [5] it was found that there are actually
infrared singularities, associated with the factor (1.2) at p = 0, in the diagrams that
were UV divergent for Θ = 0. This is easily understood by thinking of p ◦ p as a short
distance cutoff of the theory; taking p = 0 corresponds to removing the cutoff. If we
introduce a UV cutoff Λ in the theory, then the p → 0 and Λ → ∞ limits do not
commute and the theory does not appear to have a consistent Wilsonian description.
It has been suggested in [5, 12] that the IR singularity may be associated with
missing new light degrees of freedom in the theory. There it was shown that by adding
new fields to the action with appropriate form, the IR singularities in the 1-loop effective
action of certain scalar field theories can indeed be reproduced and might result in a
consistent Wilsonian action. It was further suggested, with the observation that −Θ2
looks like the closed string metric in the decoupling limit, that this procedure is an
analog of the open string theory factorization into closed string particles.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. Since noncommutative field theory can
generally be reduced from string theory on a D-brane with a background B-field [2,
22, 23, 24, 25, 4] we try to identify the string theory origin of the IR/UV behavior.
In particular, we examine whether the above-mentioned effect can be attributed to
closed string modes, or the non-decoupling of other massive open string modes. Our
other motivation is that we would like to provide another intriguing example of IR/UV
mixing at the string theory level. We point out that in the presence of a B-field the
open string generically has a finite winding mode proportional to its momentum. We
argue that this effect persists at the field theory level,2 and offers a simple explanation
of the IR singularities of the non-planar diagrams.
More explicitly, by examining the one-loop string amplitude and its reduction to
field theory, we will show that the occurrence of (1.2) and its associated IR singularities
2This is rather similar to the dipole picture [7, 8, 9], and presumably is important for the existence
of T-duality in noncommutative theories. See also [26, 27, 28, 29] for discussions of non-local behaviors
of noncommutative gauge theories via twisted large-N matrix models and lattice formulations.
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is an open string phenomenon, and does not involve closed strings.3 In particular we
will see that the −Θ2 appearing in (1.2) does not originate from the closed string metric
at the string theory level. Rather, if we write xµ = Θµνpν , then p◦p = xµGµνxν , where
Gµν is the open string metric. We will argue in section 3 that it is natural to interpret
xµ as a spacetime distance of a stretched string and that therefore the factor (1.2) is
just e−x
2/t, corresponding to a specific type of short-distance regularization of the field
theory.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce our notation, and
write down the one-loop amplitude for scattering of open string tachyons in a back-
ground B-field. To further illustrate the structure of the amplitude, in section 2.1,
we discuss the open string factorization in the short cylinder limit. In section 2.2, we
discuss the closed string factorization in the long cylinder limit. Having understood the
structure of the amplitude, we are then able to able to derive our understanding of the
IR/UV mixing of [5], in section 3. Section 4 contains our discussion and conclusions.
2. The One-Loop Amplitude
In this section we compute the one-loop scattering amplitudes for M tachyons in the
presence of a background B-field in the open bosonic string theory. We focus on the
tachyons without Chan-Paton factors for simplicity; however, since our arguments and
results can be traced to general properties of the Green function and conformal field
theory, we expect our conclusions to hold more generally. We will mostly focus on
the non-planar amplitudes, although the planar amplitudes can also be read from our
results. It is also easy to insert Chan-Paton factors.
The open string action is (in conformal gauge)
S =
1
4πα′
∫
d2z
{
gµν∂aX
µ∂aXν − iεabBµν∂aXµ∂bXν
}
+
i
2πα′
∮
dτAµ∂τX
µ. (2.1)
We effectively set F = dA to zero, by absorbing F into B—this can be considered either
a notational convenience or the result of a gauge transformation. The action (2.1) is
exact in α′, because we consider only constant background fields. This action leads to
the boundary condition
gµν∂nX
ν − iBµν∂τXν |bdy = 0, (2.2)
where ∂n and ∂τ are respectively normal and tangential derivatives.
3As this work was nearing completion, refs. [30, 31, 32, 33] appeared which also discussed one-loop
string amplitudes and their reduction to noncommutative field theories.
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The Green function for the bosonic open string on the annulus, in the presence of
a B-field, was originally given in [34, 35, 36]. In the coordinate system in which the
world-sheet is a flat annulus with inner radius a and unit outer radius (figure 1), it can
be written as
Gµν(z, z′) = 〈Xµ(z)Xν(z′)〉 = −α
′
2
[
gµν ln |Z|2 +
(g − B
g +B
)µν
lnY +
(g +B
g −B
)µν
ln Y¯
]
(2.3)
where
1a
z
Figure 1: The annulus.
Z =
ia
1
6
η(τ)
√
zz′ϑ11(ν, τ), Y =
ia
1
6
η(τ)
√
zz¯′ϑ11(µ, τ), (2.4a)
with
a2 = e2πiτ , e2πiν =
z′
z
, e2πiµ = zz¯′. (2.4b)
Note in (2.3) the indices are raised and lowered by gµν . We
closely follow the conventions of [37] for the definitions of
the Jacobi-ϑ and Dedekind-η functions.
The Green function satisfies
∂∂¯Gµν(z, z′) = −πα′gµνδ(2)(z − z′), (2.5a)
and
[
∂nGµν(z, z′)− iBµλ∂τGλν(z, z′)
]
|z|=a,1
=
{
0, |z| = a
−α′gµν , |z| = 1
. (2.5b)
w
pi
2pit
0
Figure 2: The conformally equivalent description of the annulus as a cylinder.
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Equation (2.5b) is almost a consequence of equa-
λ
−1 1
Figure 3: The annulus as an
upper half-plane, minus two
regions with identified bound-
aries.
tion (2.2); it differs from it on one boundary as a result
of Gauss’ law, for otherwise equation (2.5a) would be in-
compatible with equation (2.5b). We could follow [37]
and subtract a background charge from the Green func-
tion instead of modifying the boundary condition; how-
ever, this will not affect amplitudes. Indeed, we will
often in the following, drop, with neither warning nor
explanation, terms in the Green function of the form
fµν(z, z¯) + hµν(z
′, z¯′), as momentum conservation pre-
vents such terms from contributing to on-shell ampli-
tudes.
It will often be more convenient to use other coordi-
nate systems. The cylindrical coordinate (figure 2) is
w = σ + iτ ;
σ ∈ [0, π]
τ ∈ [0, 2πt); w ∼ w + 2πit, (2.6)
where R ∋ t > 0 is the modulus. The relation between the cylinder and the annulus is
z = e−
w
t , a = e−
pi
t . (2.7)
The coordinate on the upper half-plane is
λ = i tan
w − iπt
2
. (2.8)
λ maps the cylinder to the upper half plane with two identified semi-circles removed,
each being bounded by a segment of the real axis—see figure 3. As t → ∞, the
semi-circles become infinitely small, and centred at λ = ±1.
When restricting to the boundary of the cylinder, the propagator becomes (in
cylindrical coordinates),
Gµν(iτ1, iτ2) = −α′Gµν ln
∣∣∣∣ϑ11( τ122πt, it)
∣∣∣∣
2
+
i
2
Θµν
[τ12
πt
− ǫ(τ12)
]
, (2.9a)
Gµν(π + iτ1, π + iτ2) = α′gµν π
t
− α′Gµν ln
∣∣∣∣ϑ11( τ122πt, it)
∣∣∣∣
2
− i
2
Θµν
[τ12
πt
− ǫ(τ12)
]
,
(2.9b)
Gµν(π + iτ1, iτ2) = −α′Gµν ln
∣∣∣∣e− pi4tϑ01(τ1 − τ22πt , it)
∣∣∣∣
2
, (2.9c)
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where τ12 = τ1 − τ2 and we have defined, following [4],
Gµν =
( 1
g +B
g
1
g −B
)µν
=
( 1
g +B
)µν
S
, (2.10a)
Gµν = gµν − (Bg−1B)µν , (2.10b)
Θµν = −(2πα′)( 1
g +B
B
1
g −B
)µν
= 2πα′
( 1
g +B
)µν
A
, (2.10c)
where the subscript S (A) denotes the (anti)symmetric part of the matrix. Also,
ǫ(τ) = τ/ |τ | is the sign of τ , and we recall from e.g. [4] that gµν is the closed string
metric and Gµν is the open string metric (with inverse G
µν). Θµν is an open string
noncommutativity parameter. Conversely, the closed string parameters g, B may be
expressed in terms of the open string parameters G,Θ as
g +B =
(
1
G−1 + 1
2πα′
Θ
)
µν
. (2.11)
In particular,
gµν = Gµν −
(
1
2πα′
)2
(ΘGΘ)µν . (2.12)
We notice that the boundary Green functions on the cylinder have some interesting
new features compared to those of the disk [35, 36] and those in the well-known case
of B = 0. In (2.9b)4 the dependence on the closed string metric does not drop out
completely. We shall see later that this is essential for the non-planar amplitudes to
factorize into the closed string channel in the long cylinder limit (t→ 0). There is an
additional dependence on Θ proportional to the distance between the two points. These
linear terms will drop out in the planar amplitudes due to momentum conservation but
will be important in non-planar amplitudes. It is easy to see that planar amplitudes
will mimic those of B = 0 except for additional phase factors associated with external
momenta.
Using the boundary Green functions (2.9a)–(2.9c), we now write down the non-
planar amplitude for M tachyons with N attached to the σ = 0 boundary and M −N
to the σ = π boundary. The vertex operators on the σ = 0 boundary will be labeled by
i, j, · · · = 1, . . . , N and those on the σ = π boundary by r, s, · · · = N + 1, . . . ,M . p, q
go from 1 to M . The normalized open string tachyon vertex operator is Vi = goeikiµXµ ,
where go is the open string coupling. We also define
ki · kj = kiµGµνkjν , ki × kj = kiµΘµνkjν. (2.13)
4The asymmetry of the Green function at the two boundaries is due to our choice of asymmetric
boundary conditions in (2.5b), but the net effect is independent of our choice.
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The non-planar momentum—i.e. the momentum that flows between the two
boundaries—is
k =
N∑
i=1
ki = −
M∑
r=N+1
kr. (2.14)
In terms of the open string modular parameter t, the amplitude is
SC2(1, · · · , N ;N + 1, · · · ,M) =
∫ ∞
0
dt
2t
〈
b(0)c(0)
N∏
i=1
∮
Vi(iτi)
M∏
r=N+1
∮
Vr(π + iτr)
〉
C2
= i
√
detGgMo (2π)
d δ(d)
( M∑
p=1
kp
)∫ ∞
0
dt
2t
(8π2α′t)−
d
2 η(it)−24
[
M∏
p=1
∫ 2πt
0
dτp
]
Ψ1Ψ2Ψ12
× exp
[
− π
2t
α′kµ(g
−1 −G−1)µνkν
]
e−
i
2
∑
i<j(ki×kj)[
τij
pit
−ǫ(τij)]+
i
2
∑
r<s(kr×ks)[
τrs
pit
−ǫ(τrs)],
(2.15)
where we consider d = 26, but equation (2.15) would hold on a D(p=d−1)-brane with
no transverse momentum, for general d, corresponding to a d-dimensional field theory,
Ψ1 =
∏
i<j
|ψij |2α
′ki·kj , Ψ2 =
∏
r<s
|ψrs|2α
′kr·ks , Ψ12 =
∏
i,r
(ψTir)
2α′kr·ki, (2.16a)
ψij = −2πi exp
(
− τ
2
ij
4πt
)
ϑ11(i
τij
2π
, it)
ϑ′11(0, it)
, ψTir = 2π exp
(
− τ
2
ir
4πt
)
ϑ10(i
τir
2π
, it)
ϑ′11(0, it)
. (2.16b)
By a modular transformation of the ϑ-functions we can also express the above
amplitude in terms of the closed string modular parameter s = π
t
. This gives
SC2(1, · · · , N ;N + 1, · · · ,M) = i
√
detGgMo (8π
2α′)−
d
2 (2π)d δ(d)
( M∑
p=1
kp
)
×
∫ ∞
0
ds
2
(π
s
)13− d
2
η(
is
π
)−24 exp
[− α′
2
skµg
µνkν
] [ M∏
p=1
∫ 1
0
dνp
]
Ψ˜1Ψ˜2Ψ˜12
× exp
[
− i
2
∑
i<j
(ki × kj)[2νij − ǫ(νij)] + i
2
∑
r<s
(kr × ks)[2νrs − ǫ(νrs)]
]
,
(2.17)
with
Ψ˜1 =
∏
i<j
∣∣∣ψ˜ij∣∣∣2α′ki·kj , Ψ˜2 =∏
r<s
∣∣∣ψ˜rs∣∣∣2α′kr·ks , Ψ˜12 =∏
i,r
(ψ˜Tir)
2α′kr ·ki, (2.18a)
ψ˜ij =
ϑ11(νij ,
is
π
)
ϑ′11(0,
is
π
)
, ψ˜Tir = e
− s
4
ϑ01(νir,
is
π
)
ϑ′11(0,
is
π
)
, (2.18b)
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where for convenience we have defined νi =
τi
2πt
.
We make several remarks:
1. ψ and ψ˜ have been defined to not contain any factors of exp
(
π
t
)
. They do include
ϑ-functions, which encode the contributions of intermediate oscillation modes
running in the loop, and do not depend on the B-field.
2. The ki× kj contribution to the amplitude comes directly from the Θ term in the
propagators.
3. The structural differences of both (2.15) and (2.17) with those in the B = 0
case indicate that the introduction of non-zero B affects only the zero (i.e. non-
oscillator) modes of the intermediate state running in the loop. This can also be
deduced from the fact that in the mode expansion of Xµ on the disk, B does not
affect commutators involving the oscillation modes.
4. In equation (2.15) there is an exponential factor
exp
[
− π
2t
α′kµ
(
g−1 −G−1)µνkν] = exp
[
1
8πα′t
kµ(ΘGΘ)
µνkν
]
, (2.19)
using equation (2.12). The field theory limit of equation (2.15) is obtained by
taking
α′ → 0, t→∞, α′t = finite, α′τp = finite. (2.20)
In this limit the contributions from oscillators in (2.15) drop out. The open string
modulus α′t and vertex coordinates α′τp become the Schwinger parameters of the
corresponding Φ3 field theory with coupling constant go
α′
.5 The factor (2.19) does
not arise in the B = 0 case. But precisely this factor carries over to noncommu-
tative field theory, where it regularizes otherwise divergent diagrams while intro-
ducing IR/UV mixing. We emphasize that this is a very general phenomenon, not
restricted to the Φ3 amplitudes explicitly considered here. For example, precisely
the same factor appears if we replace the external legs by vector vertex operators
relevant to gauge theory amplitudes, or if we reduce (2.15) to Φ4 amplitudes using
a slightly different scaling [32]. The tensor with which the non-planar momenta
are contracted,
g˜µν = −(ΘGΘ)µν , (2.21)
5See e.g. [38, 39] for general discussions of calculating field theory amplitudes from string theory.
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was generally interpreted in noncommutative field theory discussions as the closed
string metric in the α′ → 0 limit. However, we see here that at the string theory
level (finite α′) this is not the closed string metric, and it arises from open string
modes. In section 3 we shall give an explanation of its origin.
5. In terms of the closed string modulus, we have an exponential factor
exp
[
−α
′
2
s kµg
µνkν
]
, (2.22)
in equation (2.17), which indeed uses the closed string metric, in contradistinction
to the open string modulus expression (2.19). This is essential for the factorization
into disk amplitudes with a closed string insertion, in the s→∞ limit.
To have a precise understanding of the structure of the amplitudes (2.15) and (2.17)
versus those in B = 0 case, we now look at in detail t → ∞ and s → ∞ limits. We
shall see that the Θ-dependent parts of (2.15) and (2.17) are completely determined
by the factorization into open strings and closed strings respectively.
2.1 Open String Factorization
We shall expand equation (2.15) about t = ∞, and verify that it can be rewritten
in terms of a sum of disk amplitudes with two (additional) intermediate open string
insertions. Historically, the one-loop amplitudes were constructed in this way to ensure
unitarity (see e.g. [40]). Since, as we argued in remarks 1 and 3, Θ-dependent terms
arise solely from the zero mode part of the intermediate operators, it is enough to verify
factorization to leading order, i.e. for tachyon insertions.
We start by rewriting the amplitude (2.15) in terms of coordinates on the upper
half-plane [equation (2.8) and fig. 3], for which the coordinate dependent part of (2.15)
becomes
(1− λ21)
(
N∏
i=2
∫ λ0
−λ0
dλi
)(
M∏
r=N+1
∫ − 1
λ0
1
λ0
dλr
)
M∏
p<q=1
|(λp − λq)|2α
′kp·kq
× exp
[
α′
2πt
( M∑
p=1
kpτp
)2]
exp
[ i
2
∑
r<s
(kr × ks)[τrs
πt
− ǫ(τrs)]− i
2
∑
i<j
(ki × kj)[τij
πt
− ǫ(τij)]
]
(2.23)
where τp = − ln
∣∣∣λp+1λp−1
∣∣∣ + πt and λ0 = tanh πt2 . We have kept only the lowest order
terms in the t = ∞ limit. Note that in this form, aside from the Θ-dependent terms,
the amplitude is symmetric with respect to the external states on the two boundaries.
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=k -k
−1 1−1 1
Figure 4: As t→∞, the annulus diagram can be approximated by the upper half-plane with
momentum conserving tachyon insertions at λ = ±1. The leading-order disk amplitude is
obtained by contracting the two tachyon insertions only with each other; contractions between
external vertex operators and the insertions give rise to the first-order corrections.
The factorization formula can be obtained by inserting the full set of open string
operators (including ghosts) at λ = −1 and 1 of the complex λ-plane (see fig. 4); to
lowest order (i.e. for a tachyon insertion) it is given by [41, 37] (q = e−2πt)
S =
1
Ko
gMo
∫ 1
0
dq
q
∫
ddk
(2π)d
qα
′(k2+m2)
[
M∏
p=2
∫
dλp
]
×
〈
c1eik·X(−1)c1eik1·X(λ1)
[
N∏
i=2
eiki·X(λi)
]
b0c
1e−ik·X(1)
[
M∏
r=N+1
eikr ·X(λr)
]〉
D2
(2.24)
where Ko = 1/(g
2
oα
′) normalizes the tachyon two-point function on the disk, and the
measure of q integration comes from the sewing of the two half circles in figure 4.
Recall that the disk Green function on the upper half-plane is given by [4]
Gµν(λi, λj) = −α′Gµν ln |λi − λj|2 + i
2
Θµνǫ(λi − λj); (2.25)
then the result of (2.24) can be easily written down. To keep our formula from becom-
ing too long we will omit the modulus and coordinate integrations and unimportant
prefactors, and write
S = (1− λ21)
[
M∏
p<q=1
|λp − λq|2α
′kp·kq
]
e
i
2
∑N
i<j=1(ki×kj)ǫ(τij )−
i
2
∑M
r<s=N+1(kr×ks)ǫ(τrs) × I
(2.26)
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with
I =
∫
ddk
(2π)d
e−2πtα
′k2 exp
[
−
M∑
p=1
2α′k · (kpτp) + i
N∑
i=1
kµΘ
µνkiν
]
=
√
detG(8π2α′t)−
d
2 exp
[
1
8πα′t
( N∑
i=1
kiµ
)
(ΘGΘ)µν
( N∑
j=1
kjν
)]
× exp
[
α′
2πt
( M∑
p=1
kpτp
)2]
e−
i
2pit
∑N
i<j=1(ki×kj)τij+
i
2pit
∑M
r<s=N+1(kr×ks)τrs
(2.27)
It is can be checked that by combining equations (2.27) and (2.26) and restoring the
prefactors in (2.26) we precisely recover (2.23). Since the oscillator parts of higher
order operators always involve derivatives of the X , their contraction with external
states will not result in any additional dependence on Θ. So the contributions from
oscillator modes follow exactly as in the B = 0 case, while the new factors, (2.19) and
the last exponential in (2.27), come from the open string zero modes.
2.2 Closed String Factorization
We examine the amplitude (2.17) in the closed string limit t→ 0, or s→∞. It is easy
to see that (2.17) factorizes to closed string insertions on the disk in precisely the same
manner as in the B = 0 case. This follows since the Θ-dependent factors are already
factorized with respect to the two boundaries. Thanks to the factor (2.22), the closed
string poles are indeed located according to the mass-shell condition in terms of the
closed string metric. Here we shall demonstrate that the Θ-dependent factors in the
third line of (2.17) arise from the zero mode part of the closed string insertion. For
this purpose it is again enough to look at the (closed string) tachyon insertion. The
disk Green function on the unit circle in figure 1 is given by,
Gµν(θi, θj) = −α′Gµν ln
∣∣∣∣2 sin(θij2
)∣∣∣∣
2
+
i
2
Θµν
[θij
π
− ǫ(θij)
]
. (2.28)
For pure open string amplitudes, the terms linear in θij ≡ θi − θj in (2.28) cancel by
momentum conservation. However when there is a closed string insertion the momen-
tum conservation no longer causes it to vanish, but gives a contribution precisely as in
the third line of (2.17).
Closed string factorization also gives an alternative derivation of the relation be-
tween closed and open string couplings. The relation was first derived in [4] by arguing
the equivalence of the Born-Infeld actions expressed in terms of closed and open string
parameters. Since numerical factors follow precisely as in B = 0 case, here we shall
11
=Figure 5: The closed string factorization of the annulus into two disks.
only focus on the metric dependence. For tachyon insertion the factorization takes the
form, (for convenience we take d = 26)
Sannulus =
1
Kc
SD2(1, . . . , N, k)
1
kµgµνkν − 4 SD2(N + 1, . . . ,M,−k), (2.29)
where SD2 is the disk amplitude with an extra tachyon insertion, and Kc is the nor-
malization of the tachyon two-point function on the sphere. Since
Sannulus ∼
√
detG, Sdisk ∼ 1
g2o
√
detG, Kc ∼ 1
g2c
√
det g, (2.30)
from (2.29) and (2.30) we find that
gc = 2
−18π−25/2α′
−6
g2o
(
det g
detG
) 1
4
= 2−18π−25/2α′
−6
g2o
(
det g
det(g +B)
) 1
2
. (2.31)
where the numerical factors are the same as in the B = 0 case [37].
3. IR/UV and Stretched Strings
In the above we have shown that at the one-loop string theory level, the IR/UV fac-
tor (2.19) is a pure open string effect. It has a very different origin from the seemingly
similar factor (2.22) in the closed string channel, which arises only after summing over
an infinite number of open string oscillation modes. As we emphasized above, equa-
tion (2.19) is due solely to the zero modes. Thus we conclude, at least in bosonic open
string theory, that the IR/UV factor (2.19) is not related to the appearance of the
closed string modes of the string theory in which the noncommutative field theory is
embedded.
Since we observed (2.19) occurring at the perturbative string theory level in pre-
cisely the same manner as it does in noncommutative field theories we might imagine
that there is a simple explanation of (2.19) from string theory. After all, constant B is
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a rather mild background from the string theory point of view, and we are supposed to
know it very well. Indeed in the following we will present a very simple explanation.
If we denote
(∆x)µ = Θµνpν (3.1)
and interpret it as a distance, then
(∆x)2 = −pµ(ΘGΘ)µνpν = Gµν(∆x)µ(∆x)ν (3.2)
has the interpretation of a proper distance in terms of the open string metric, which in-
dicates that there might be a stretched string interpretation of (2.19). This is supported
by the fact that in the background B field, X has the following mode expansion:
Xµ(τ, σ) = xµ0 + 2iα
′pµτ +
1
π
Θµνpν σ + (α
′)
1
2 (oscillators). (3.3)
Notice that with non-zero momentum there is an additional winding term proportional
to Θµνpν . This has the consequence that, in addition to the standard oscillator piece
the open string now has a finite constant stretched length,
Xµ(τ, σ = π)−Xµ(τ, σ = 0) = Θµνpν + (α′) 12 (oscillators) . (3.4)
Equation (3.4) is a beautiful manifestation of the
(a)
(b)
   
   


|Θp |
Figure 6: First quan-
tized picture of a one loop
graph in field theory for
(a) B = 0 and (b) B 6= 0.
UV/IR behavior of the system. When there is non-zero
momentum flow between the two boundaries of the string,
as is the case for non-planar diagrams, there is an induced
stretched string. As an example, if we increase momentum
in the x1 direction by δp1, the string grows longer in the
x2 direction by an amount |Θ21δp1|. As we increase the
momentum further the string stretches longer and longer.
Since the first term in (3.4) has no α′ dependence, the
stretched length Θµνpν persists in the field theory limit. It
will act as an effective short-distance cutoff. As p→ 0, the
stretched string length decreases to zero and we start seeing
the standard short-distance divergence again.
To understand the above picture more precisely, let us
carefully go over the procedure of taking the α′ → 0 limit.
Figure 2 represents a string world sheet with a coordinate
width π (and a space-time width in (3.4)) propagating through a proper time 2πt.
When B = 0, as we take the field theory limit (2.20), the oscillation modes decouple
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and non-local effects caused by them in (3.4) also disappear and the worldsheet reduces
to a circle of radius α′t—see figure 6a. The circle is the worldline of a finite number of
loop particles in the first quantized picture. The α′t → 0 limit amounts to shrinking
the circle further to a point and is the usual short distance limit in field theory. In the
second quantized picture 2πα′t may be identified as the Schwinger parameter τ—
1
k2 +m2
=
∫ ∞
0
dτ e−τ(k
2+m2) (3.5)
—and τ → 0 corresponds to the limit of high momentum. Now turn on the B-field and
allow a non-zero momentum to flow through the worldsheet as for non-planar scattering.
Due to the presence of the first term in (3.4), the limit (2.20) no longer shrinks the
world sheet to a circle, but instead to an arc of width |Θµνpν |—see figure 6b. After
taking α′t → 0, we are still left with a finite short-distance cutoff of |Θµνpν |. Note
that the above interpretation fits very well with the way that (2.19) enters into the
scattering amplitude (2.15) (τ = 2πα′t),
S =
∫
dτ τ−
d
2
−1 e−
∆x2
4τ × (· · · ) ∼
∫
dt t−
d
2
−1 exp
[ 1
8πα′t
pµ(ΘGΘ)
µνpν
]× (· · · ) (3.6)
The structure in equation (3.6) is the usual structure for a one-loop amplitude like
figure 6b in the first-quantized approach to field theory; see e.g. ref. [42].
In the above discussion, the stretched strings appear to be rigid and non-dynamical;
they merely cut open an otherwise closed particle loop. It is natural to ask whether
this is due to our looking only at the one-loop level, for, after all, equation (3.3) is
a tree-level expansion. The situation might change at higher genus; in particular,
at the two-loop level, we will have vertices that are contracted only with internal
lines. It is an interesting question whether the stretched string here is related to the
“noncommutative QCD string” discussed in [43, 44, 5]. In [5] it was observed that the
behaviour of higher genus diagrams suggests a string coupling of gs ∼ 1/(E2Θ) which
seems to be consistent with supergravity solutions [43, 44]. Similarly, we observe that
equation (3.1) is reminiscent of the high energy proportionality between x and p [45]
and thus suggests α′eff ∼ |Θ| (see also [46]).
4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper we have examined in detail the one-loop non-planar string amplitude
for M tachyons in bosonic open string theory with a B-field. We showed that the
IR/UV mixing behavior of [5] can be understood as a pure open string effect in terms
of the stretched strings. The mechanism is rather simple and general; in particular it
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simultaneously explains the various singularities (quadratic, logarithmic, etc.) of all
operators (two-point, four-point, etc.).
In our approach, the IR singularities observed in [5] are not attributed to missing
light degrees of freedom in the theory. They are rather a disguised reflection of the
UV behaviour of the theory. The non-locality of the theory introduces a dynamical
short-distance cutoff which is proportional to the external non-planar momentum p.
The p→ 0 limit simply removes this cutoff and recovers the UV divergences.
This raises the question as to whether (bosonic) noncommutative theories are con-
sistent.6 As already pointed out in [5], if we impose a cutoff Λ = 1/ǫ into the theory
then for (∆x ≡ Θp) < ǫ the limit of taking Λ → ∞ is not well-defined since there is
a crossover between ∆x and ǫ. For example, if we consider a noncommutative scalar
Φ3 theory in six dimensions, or any other theory that is renormalizable for Θ = 0,
embedded in a string theory, then the natural cutoff of the theory is ǫ = (α′)1/2. Let
us first assume Θ > α′, where here and in the following, by Θ we mean, roughly, the
magnitude of a typical eigenvalue. There are now two ways of “detecting” the effects
of the massive string modes. One is obvious; they are excited at high energies of order
(α′)−1/2. The other is to go to very low energies of order (α′)1/2/Θ. More explicitly,
inside the energy region
(α′)1/2/Θ < p < (α′)−1/2, (region I)
the one-loop effective action has the heuristic form
Γ(k) = Γplanar(k, (α
′)1/2) + Γnon-planar(k,Θp) (4.1)
where k denotes generic external momenta, p non-planar momenta, and the second
variable denotes the cutoff. The non-planar amplitudes are finite; planar diagrams can
be renormalized in the usual sense; and the α′ → 0 limit can be consistently defined.
However as we reach the region of small momenta,
p < (α′)1/2/Θ, (region II)
the effective action becomes
Γ(k) = Γplanar(k, (α
′)1/2) + Γnon-planar(k, (α
′)1/2) (4.2)
i.e. α′ effects will take over below energy scales of order (α′)1/2/Θ. This crossover
can be seen explicitly in equation (3.3); below this scale the oscillator terms become
important compared to the Θµνpνσ term. Now, unlike for ordinary field theories, it is
6Here we mean whether the theory has a consistent Wilsonian description at all momenta.
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no longer consistent to take the α′ → 0 limit since the behaviour of the full theory,
when (α′)1/2 becomes smaller than Θp, is such that the effective theory of equation (4.2)
is no longer valid, but rather we go over to the region I behaviour (4.1). We should
caution that this discussion is only at the one-loop level. At the two-loop level the
loop integration over p will result in divergent diagrams, a reflection of the one-loop IR
singularities.
Thus it appears that although na¨ıvely—as we have seen in section 2—the massive
modes seem to decouple in the amplitude in the limit (2.20), in fact the oscillators
are quite important. What is surprising is that they preclude a proper Wilsonian
description at low non-planar momentum! Only if we keep Θ < α′ as α′ → 0 do we
recover Wilsonian field theory, but it is then a commutative field theory. Thus, for a
noncommutative theory, we see here an intricate interplay between two scales Θ and
α′.
This is not to suggest that we cannot add new fields, along the lines of [5, 12], to
reinterprete the IR singularities. Rather, we point out that this interpretation of the
singularities is not one that arises naturally out of bosonic string theory.
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